Dalai Lama on Nightline: ‘more suffering, more determination’
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As the spiritual leader of Tibet, the Dalai Lama is uniquely aware of how to persevere in the face of hardship.

So last night, he appeared on ABC’s “Nightline” to share with the world his wisdom on getting through the coronavirus pandemic.

“Like our own [Tibetan] cause, we never thought to give up,” the Dalai Lama said in the interview. “We try, try … One fail. Again effort. Fail. Again Effort. That’s the proper way.”

The Tibetan Buddhist leader was speaking virtually from his home in Dharamsala, India, where he has lived in exile since China annexed his homeland of Tibet in 1959.

Transforming sadness into determination

During the COVID-19 lockdown, the Dalai Lama has been sheltering in place to avoid catching or spreading the disease.

Although the soon-to-be 85 year old has thankfully stayed healthy, even he has felt the sadness of watching people suffer from the outbreak.

“When I saw in television some starving people or poor people, sometimes I [am] crying,” he said.

But, he added, “sadness should transform [into] determination. More suffering, more determination. Should not feel helplessness. That’s a failure.”

Tibet and China

During the “Nightline” segment, the interviewer, Dan Harris, pointed out the struggles the Dalai Lama has faced throughout his life.

As Harris noted, the Dalai Lama was just a teenager when China invaded his Buddhist homeland and only 23 when he was forced to flee into exile.

Under Chinese rule, Tibet has become the second-least-free place on Earth, behind only Syria and worse than even North Korea, according to US watchdog group Freedom House.

Tibetans lack basic human rights, face systemic racism from the Chinese and serve years in prison simply for owning a photo of the Dalai Lama, their spiritual leader.
Despite all this—and despite the growing backlash China faces for its mishandling of the coronavirus outbreak—the Dalai Lama told Harris he still feels great compassion for the people of China, who are themselves victims of their repressive government.

“China, no democracy. Politically, quite tight control,” the Dalai Lama said. “So, totalitarian regime. But this will change. I think China will change.”

**“Altruism is ultimate source of happiness”**

When Harris asked him how to reduce anxiety during this unsettling time, the Dalai Lama’s answer was simple: compassion.

“Altruism is [the] ultimate source of happiness … ” he said. “As soon as I wake up, I always think altruism. That really brings inner peace, inner strength.”

The Dalai Lama received support for that assertion from American neuroscientist Richard Davidson.

Unusual for a religious figure, the Dalai Lama has become “a major scientific figure,” Harris noted. The Dalai Lama encouraged Davidson to use modern scientific techniques to understand meditation’s impact on the human brain.

Through that research, Davidson learned that developing compassion can even decrease inflammation in the body.

**Meditation (and animal videos)**

For anyone who wants to use meditation to improve their health or help themselves during this crisis, the Dalai Lama recommended starting small.

“At the beginning, few seconds, 20 seconds or 30,” he said. “Then gradually, one minute, five minute, 10 minutes you can sit in that pureness of mind.”

What else does the Dalai Lama do to relax and have fun? “I look at animals,” he told Harris.

“Really, nature. Sometimes, you see, those animals, tigers or leopards, sometimes a little bit uncomfortable. But deer and these, very peaceful.”